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ABSTRACT
Does the reason a user visits a Wikipedia page influence
that user’s subsequent browsing behavior on Wikipedia? We
address this question using aggregate Wikipedia page access
data. We conduct: (1) a comparison of browsing behaviors
between serendipitous and directed information seekers; and
(2) how topic/category influences users’ migration from page
to page. Our findings indicate that surfer behavior and topic
are potentially influential factors, which weakens the random
surfer model underlying link-based algorithms, and could
affect how web designers should design sites to best meet
the diversity of information seeking behaviors.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4.0 [Information Systems Applications]: General
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this analysis, we present insights into Wikipedia use

based on publicly available aggregate traffic data. First,
we show how two classes of information seekers differ in
browsing behavior, particularly in depth of browsing trails,
preference for semantic links, sensitivity to on-screen link
position, and topical preferences. Next, we examine the ex-
tent to which surfing behavior can be predicted by linking
structure, finding that it is surprisingly sensitive to page
topic. Interestingly, we observe that while serendipitous
surfers likely have less rigid goals, their surfing behavior is
still not random, and in some aspects, such as link position
preference, their behavior exhibits less randomness than di-
rected surfers. We see how different information seekers who
browse to the same pages might behave differently in subse-
quent browsing: indeed, the reason someone surfs to a page
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will influence how they continue from it. These findings un-
dermine assumptions behind the random surfer model, pop-
ularized by and underlying the PageRank algorithm [6]1.

There are a number of implications of these findings. First,
our results provide evidence that rankers built upon random
surfing models should be adapted to certain behavior types,
which may be connected to topic and/or information need.
While previous work has addressed topicality in surfer mod-
els (e.g., [10]), this topicality does not influence the behav-
ioral aspects of the surfer. For example, in Topical PageR-
ank, pages of certain topics are promoted, though other as-
pects of link clicking behavior (e.g., preference toward link
position, willingness to keep surfing) are not adapted ac-
cordingly [10]. Next, our results provide evidence that web
site designers may benefit users by accounting for the reason
(i.e. information seeking class) the user arrives there. For
example, as we show later, the directed and serendipitous in-
formation seekers exhibit different link preferences and stop-
ping behavior, suggesting different surfing strategies could
benefit from distinct website presentations/organizations.

2. METHODOLOGY AND DATA
We use Wikipedia for a number of reasons. It is large,

heavily used, and publicly available to researchers. Further,
we believe it encompasses a wide diversity of uses: where,
for example, an airline site is available for users to purchase
plane tickets, Wikipedia is a source for current events, an-
swers to questions, and exploratory search on novel topics.
As we show in this work, there is evidence that users exhibit
different behaviors depending on their information needs.
Unfortunately, the shortcoming to Wikipedia is that the ac-
cess data made available to the public is quite coarse. This
precludes detailed analysis.

We compare the surfing behaviors of two classes of web
surfer: Serendipitous surfers (S-surfers) enter Wikipedia
with a weakly defined purpose, and their interest is piqued
by the presence of a article featured on the main entry page.
We assume that serendipitous surfers are motivated by a de-
sire to be entertained and to learn interesting things outside
a previously established information need. Directed news
surfers (D-surfers) are motivated by a desire to keep up
to date on particular news topics, browsing until they have

1Other link-based algorithms, though not always explicitly
applying a random surfer model, use similar assumptions
(e.g.,[9]).
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learned sufficiently about the topic. These definitions reflect
those that have been promoted in the literature (e.g., [7, 14]),
while the importance of supporting different strategies has
been promoted elsewhere; for example, White and Drucker
observed a wide variability in web searcher behaviors [14],
which suggests that search engines might benefit users by
tailoring the experience to the searchers’ behavior classes.

2.1 Data collection
Granular query/access logs of Wikipedia are not publicly

available, and, due to privacy issues, probably will not be
for the foreseeable future. However, there is a public collec-
tion of aggregate access logs made available by Wikipedia [5].
These access logs contain hourly accesses of Wikipedia pages,
depicted as raw number of accesses within the hour. We col-
lected data from these logs as follows: Data were generated
by downloading hours 11:00, 13:00, 15:00, 17:00 for each day
in the months of April, May, June, July, August, and por-
tions of September, 2011. The number of hits for the day
was computed as the mean of these four values, approxi-
mating an hourly usage rate. We filtered this set by some
criteria: (1) the page is from English Wikipedia; (2) for at
least 1

3
of the days, the page received traffic; and (3) the

page received at least 10,000 hits per hour. This still left
a large amount of pages (e.g., August had 4,114,827). We
refer to this collection as WikiAll.

Since the data is aggregate (i.e. number of hits per page
per hour), there is no way to trace individual users surfing
behavior within Wikipedia. This is an inherent and likely
permanent limitation of Wikipedia data. Hence, we cannot
cannot directly follow link clicking behavior. For example,
we might know that pages P and P ′ received HitsP and
HitsP ′ , and that a link P → P ′ exists, but we do not know
what portion of HitsP ′ were from users following the link.
Hence, we devised an alternative approach – which we refer
to as bump cascading – that allows us to infer some aspects
of Wikipedia surfing behavior. Bump cascading involves the
following: first, we identify pages which receive a burst of
traffic on particular day; we define ∆B as the number of
page views that exceed the daily average (calculated as the
average views per day within the month, removing the traffic
from the day of the burst). Next, we examine how this effect
cascades to pages to which the bursting page links. We infer
that the bump in traffic in linked pages is primarily caused
by users following links from the linker page. As we describe
in the next section, we use a special subset of Wikipedia
pages for which we are confident that a particular page is
the root of this causality. We provide an example for the
use of ∆B in Section 2.3.

2.2 Sources representing surfer classes
Featured articles (FA) are, individually, featured on the

front page of English Wikipedia on a daily basis 2 (see Fig-
ure 1). The selection criteria for featured articles is not
explicitly stated, but the articles are not featured due to
being recently created, and a minimum level of quality and
expected appeal is presumably considered. We collected fea-
tured articles via the archive made available by Wikipedia 3.
Featured articles are useful to us for two reasons: first, an

2http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main_Page
3For example, September 2011: http://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Wikipedia:Today%27s_featured_article/
September_2011

article being featured on the front page typically causes a
major, temporary increase in its daily traffic; this allows us
to measure how this increase cascades to other linked pages.
Second, it attracts serendipitous users: the surplus of users
on the featured day arrived to the page without a preexist-
ing desire to view it; they arrived to it purely because they
went to Wikipedia’s front page and it drew their attention.

Figure 1: Wikipedia’s featured article on August 29,
2011, displayed on front page of http://en.wikipedia.
org.

News Articles (News) were collected by a similar pro-
cess. The Wikipedia news portal contains a summary of
the daily news, featuring links to relevant Wikipedia arti-
cles 4. A subset of these may also appear on the Wikipedia
front page. The archive was accessed via Urls specifically
indicating the desired day 5. Unlike featured articles, news
articles present a difficulty in that topics can remain topi-
cally relevant for more than a day. To isolate articles for
which we are confident that being featured contributed a
boost in readership, we filtered our news source to those for
which their day of highest accesses of the month was the on
day on which they were featured.

We refer to pages in FA and News as root pages. From
these two article sources, we expanded our dataset to in-
clude pages to which they link. We refer to depth-1 pages
as FAd=1 and Newsd=1: those from which a direct link ex-
ists from a root page. Subsequently, depth-2 pages (FAd=2

and Newsd=2) are those from which a link from a depth-1
page in the source exists. This set does not include pages
that appear in a depth-1 set, ensuring that, for a page at a
current depth, the depth is the shortest possible path from
a root page (i.e., a page in FAd=2 can only be reached from
a page in FA by 2 hops).

4http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portal:Current_
events
5E.g., the news for August 10, 2011 are de-
picted at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portal:
Current_events/2011_August_10
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Note that there is conceptual overlap between FA and
News sources, and we expect that D-surfers will exhibit
some serendipitous behaviors (and vice-versa). Nonetheless,
we feel these classes have sufficient distinction to merit a
comparison; indeed, as we show later, significant differences
emerge in the data.

2.3 Example Usage
Say we were interested in determining whether users are

more likely to click Category links when exploring serendip-
itously rather than directly, and that we limit our consider-
ation to the day of August 21, 2011. We look at the pages
from FA and News for this day, titled A and B, respectively.
For A and B, we measure how many page views each re-
ceived on its August 15, and compare this to the number of
views they received (on average) for the remaining days of
the month. The difference between these is the bump delta.
We then consider all the category pages that these pages
link to, which we refer to as catsA and catsB , and, similarly,
measure how much their traffic diverges from their daily av-
erage. Figure 2 depicts how a page’s daily traffic might be
affected by being featured, as well as how pages to which
it links might be affected. We might find that the delta
for catsB is substantially lower as a proportion of B’s traf-
fic difference than catsA is relative to A’s traffic difference.
This provides some evidence that visitors of A were more
interested in following categories than visitors of B.

Since many variables can influence users’ decisions to fol-
low links, this distinction is not conclusive. Without being
able survey users, it is impossible to identify their motives
with certainty. In essence, we are making assumptions about
users intents based on the natures of the articles they access.
However, by following this daily traffic over several months
(as we do in this work), we feel that general trends can be
more reliably extracted. Indeed, real distinctions between
FA and News are identifiable, and we feel our methods can
be used for further exploration. Like query logs and user
studies, aggregate access data is one of the few resources
about user behavior that is available to IR and usability re-
searchers, and the fact that it has less granular information
does not render it valueless. In the case of Wikipedia, this
data set is likely to be the best that will ever be available
to the public and it is hence useful to explore despite its
limitations.

3. COMPARISON OF SERENDIPITOUS AND
DIRECTED SURFERS

In this section, we cover a number of differences in brows-
ing behaviors between FA and News.

3.1 Users exhibit preference for semantic links
Semantic links are, conceptually, web links in which the

linker and linked pages share a thematic, conceptual, or cat-
egorical relationship. For example, the article “Dinosaurs”
has many outgoing links, including links to the “Paleontol-
ogy” and “Main Page” articles. Of these, we would consider
the former a semantic link, as it is topically relevant to the
article, while the latter is a general article, linked for nav-
igation purposes. We formally define semantic links in the
following paragraph. Koolen and Kamps showed that se-
mantic links, when compared to non-semantic links, have
a strong, positive, influence on retrieval when used to cal-
culate or approximate PageRank [11]. Here, we investigate

Figure 2: Motivating example for bump cascading.
On day 15, an article is featured on the front page of
Wikipedia and receives a dramatic increase in page
views for a day. Pages it links to (Hop 1) also re-
ceive an increase in traffic, as well as pages linked
from Hop 1 pages (Hop 2). The increase in traffic
cascades to linked pages, revealing how traffic dif-
fuses throughout Wikipedia.

whether this applies in terms of popularity to users: do users
prefer semantic links, and is there a difference between surfer
classes with respect to semantic links preferences?

We defined two classes of semantic link: Wikipedia-semantic
(W-semantic) are links in which the linking and linked pages
share at least one Wikipedia category; these are a subset of
the total outlinks of a given Wikipedia page. This defini-
tion was put forth by Koolen and Kamps [11]. Wikipedia
categories are assigned by simply identifying the categories
associated with the Wikipedia page by editors. The assign-
ments of categories to Wikipedia pages are available via the
Wikipedia databases [4].

Dmoz-semantic (Z-semantic) are links in which the link-
ing and linked page share the same Dmoz category. DMOZ
Categories are assigned by using the Dmoz categorization
structure [3]. Dmoz is an open, community-edited website,
where editors help determine a category structure, and place
links to pages from the general web within these categories.
At the top level of the category structure, there are 17 cat-
egories: Arts, Games, Kids and Teens, Reference, Shop-
ping, Business, Health, News, Regional, Society, Computers,
Home, Recreation, Science, Sports, World, and Adult (not
linked from the main page). We assign a Dmoz category
to a Wikipedia page p as follows: (1) we create a query qp
through a string operation on p’s title (e.g., by replacing un-
derscores with spaces); (2) we execute a web search for qp us-
ing the Bing API [1], indicating to return results from Dmoz
by appending “site:dmoz.org” to the query terms, (3) we se-
lect the root category of the first hit. For example, consider
the Wikipedia title Evolution of dinosaurs. We convert
it to the query “evolution of dinosaurs site:dmoz.org”, for
which Bing returns as the best ranked result a page within
the category Kids and Teens/School Time/Science/The
Earth/Prehistoric Times/Animals/Dinosaurs, from which
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we take Kids and Teens as the top level category6. Because
of the wide variety of subcategories, we focus on top level
categories.

In this and subsequent sections we make use of the Dmoz
categorizations primarily because they are (1) more general
and (2) more straightforward to associate with articles than
are the Wikipedia articles themselves. Despite the rich tax-
onomy of categories in Wikipedia, in practice, the assign-
ment of a single high-level category to an article is a diffi-
cult task. For example, the Wikipedia article for “Dinosaur“
has the categories Dinosaurs, Paleontology, and Paleozool-
ogy, whose parent categories include Ornithodirans, Meso-
zoic animals, Prehistoric reptiles, Subfields of geology, His-
torical geology, Subfields and areas of study related to evo-
lutionary biology, Chronology, Subfields of paleontology, and
Subfields of zoology. We can traverse the parents of par-
ent categories to find more general categories, but, due to
the many parent categories recovered after multiple ancestor
generations, it is very difficult to select the most appropri-
ate category and depth. Even among the many categories
directly assigned to an article, it is not obvious which to
select as the single best category, and there are not reliable
heuristics to do so [8]. We believe our Dmoz approach is
simpler and more effective in the general case.

We measured the influence of Z-semantic links by sepa-
rating samples of FAd=1 and Newsd=1 pages into semantic
and non-semantic groups, depending on whether they were
connected to a root page by a semantic or non-semantic link,
then measuring the ∆B values for these two groups. Recall
that ∆B measures the number of hits exceeding a page’s
daily average; a higher ∆B indicates that, for a given day, a
page received more relative hits than it normally receives.

The data from this analysis is reported in Table 1. The ra-
tio of semantic to non-semantic link use reflects the extent
to which users prefer semantic links in browsing. We ob-
serve that D-surfers are much more attracted to Z-semantic
links than S-surfers, while S-surfers prefer W-semantic links
more. One explanation for these results is that directed
surfers maintain higher consistency with overall topic (as
indicated by the broader Dmoz categories), while serendip-
itous surfers are more likely to prefer inner facets that are
independent of the broad topics (as indicated by the granular
Wikipedia categories). Furthermore, as indicated by the raw
page access counts, D-surfers are simply more likely to con-
tinue to depth-1 pages overall (we will describe this in more
detail later). One interpretation to this is that S-surfers are
more willing to continue only to semantically linked pages,
while D-surfers more willing to continue in general.

3.2 Surfing: where to, and how far?
We explore two behavioral qualities in this section: (1) the

influence of link position on clicking behavior, and (2) the
nature of links that users follow. Within the latter quality
we explore the influence of link position on surfing behav-
iors, as well as the use of images and Wikipedia categories.
We begin with link position, using depth-1 pages. We iden-
tify link position of the article from its parent article, using
the first location in the case of multiple links. We rank link
position ascendingly: for example, link position 0 represents
the first link displayed on the Wikipedia page. Table 2 de-

6http://www.dmoz.org/Kids_and_Teens/School_Time/
Science/The_Earth/Prehistoric_Times/Animals/
Dinosaurs/

pict the relationship between link position and ∆B for FA
and News, respectively. We observe a distinction between
surfer behaviors, with S-surfers exhibiting a strong prefer-
ence for early-appearing links, while D-surfers surfers are
more willing to click links from anywhere in the page.

The next quality we explore is how far surfers travel. We
measured this as follows: First, for each article in a source,
we measured its ∆B for the day on which it was featured.
Next, we measured the bump received by a large sample of
pages to which these pages link (i.e. FAd=1 and Newsd=1).
We can repeat this process for a number of generations, thus
getting a sense for how the bump for one page cascades to
pages to which it links. Table 3 depicts the results from
this analysis. The first observation of note is the dramatic
∆B observed for both root classes: clearly, depiction on the
main page of Wikipedia constitutes a major promotion in
web traffic for pages. For both classes of surfer, the ∆B

propagates to depths 1 and 2, attenuating at each step; this
conforms to our expectations. What is interesting is the
difference in attenuation between the two classes. For FA,
the bump for the original article is, on average, much higher
than that of News articles. However, with subsequent gener-
ations 0 and 1, the bump for the articles to which the original
article links is relatively lower for FA than for News. This
provides evidence that D-surfers are following longer click
trails from their starting point.

Next, we examine image use, and how it compares across
the two surfer classes. Image use is measured by direct clicks
to the images; obviously this does not encompass the en-
tirety of image use, as linked images can be viewed from the
linking Wikipedia page without clicking. However, clicking
represents and attempt by the user to get a closer/larger
view of the image. Here, we consider only pages in FAd=1

and Newsd=1. Image use is depicted in Table 4. We ob-
serve a much stronger tendency for S-surfers to view im-
ages, with image use receiving nearly as large of a bump as
the Wikipedia pages themselves. Image use was still strong
with D-surfers; these findings suggest that Wikipedia image
use could be quite high, and that images within articles add
appeal and interest.

Finally, we examine Wikipedia category use. To measure
this, we identified the categories associated with each page
in FA and News and measured their page access volumes.
We observed a very small interest in categories among both
surfer classes, with a preference ratio of � 0.01 for both,
indicating that categories are uninteresting to typical users.
We were surprised to discover this: it countered our intu-
ition that categories, serving as a medium for lateral, top-
ical browsing, would be useful to surfers. One explanation
is that categories are typically presented at the bottom of
Wikipedia pages and hence users rarely scroll to the point
of viewing them.

3.3 The influence of topic on browsing
We continue the comparison of surfer types in terms of

page topic. The main question is whether surfers exhibit
topical preferences, and whether the two classes differ in cat-
egorical/topical preferences. To assess this, we categorized
each page in the set according to the Dmoz approach de-
scribed before. We then measured the ∆B values for pages
across these categories, to determine which ones received
greater preference by the surfer classes. Table 5 depicts
the categories for FA and News, respectively. The surfer
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Semantic type Source
Non-semantic Semantic

ratio
# χ̄ ∆B # χ̄ ∆B

Z-semantic FAd=1 4545 217928.78 1405 -81818.67 -0.38
Newsd=1 13559 952453.84 3507 890591.34 0.94

W-semantic FAd=1 17698 50933.76 3642 452476.60 8.88
Newsd=1 39327 362217.99 7599 860669.68 2.38

Table 1: Dmoz semantic links. χ̄ indicate the average ∆B observed for pages in these categories. The ratio
measures the portion of ∆B for normal pages to that observed for semantic pages.

Link position
FAd=1 Newsd=1

# χ̄ ∆B % of total # χ̄ ∆B % of total
0→ 9 821 3651531.56 39.11 411 1170690.39 14.94

10→ 19 779 2178795.86 22.14 378 315401.83 3.70
20→ 39 1444 1211590.93 22.82 611 217310.97 4.12
40→ 79 2519 355724.54 11.69 848 279078.86 7.35
80→ 159 3768 -34693.79 -1.71 1039 218411.64 7.04
160→ 319 2950 182589.88 7.03 1175 1370825.78 50.00
320→ 639 626 -133050.10 -1.09 686 579063.97 12.33

above 0 None � 0.01 57 291827.31 0.52

Table 2: Link position affinity for pages in FAd=1. Visitors to featured articles exhibit a higher preference for
links appearing early in the article, as evidenced by the articles at these positions receiving relatively larger
∆B. Note that our buckets are not uniform; for example, the 6th row spans 160 link positions, while the first
row only 10.

classes differ widely across some categories: S-surfers ex-
hibit a strong preference for entertainment topics, including
Games, Sports, while D-surfers show marked preference for
Science, News, and Computers. Topical preferences appar-
ently influence behavior between surfer classes.

On the one hand these results seem intuitive: users who
have a particular topical interest are likely to behave ac-
cording to that interest. There is a subtle point worth
considering: in these cases, users are often browsing to the
same pages, yet the next pages they surf to is dependent on
their reason for browsing there. In other words, for a given
Wikipedia page, not only do surfers exhibit non-random link
clicking behavior on it, but different users exhibit differ-
ent preferences, depending on their topic, or the page from
which they arrived. Hence, in designing a surfing model, we
may benefit from not only a preferential model, but from
a model whose preferences are also variable depending on
users’ previous behaviors.

4. THE EFFECTS OF TOPIC ON USER CLICKS
ON WIKIPEDIA AT LARGE

In this section, we examine surfing on Wikipedia at large,
measuring the relationship between the Wikipedia linking
structure and the traffic flow among pages. In particular,
we investigate the reliability of random surfing concepts in
predicting actual user behavior, especially with regards to
the predictiveness of PageRank on surfing behavior. This
diverges from the previous section in that we no longer use
the FA and News pages as starting points.

4.1 Data
We collected a large random sample of web pages from

WikiAll, which we refer to asWikisub (numbers are reported
in subsequent tables). We then calculated the expected flow

to each page as:

flow(p) =

inlinks(k)∑
k

hits(k)

|outlinks(k)|

where inlinks(k) is the set of pages linking to page k, outlinks(k)
is the set of pages to which k links, and hits(k) is the num-
ber of accesses of k7. This captures the expected number
of hits to page p from users surfing from pages that link
to p, based on some assumptions: (1) users only browse to
p by following links from other Wikipedia pages (i.e., not
arriving there from web searches or bookmarks), (2) users
are equally likely to take any link from a page (a random
surfer assumption), and (3) no random teleportation occurs
(i.e., users follow links from pages and do not jump between
pages that do not share a link).

4.2 Flow predictiveness: where do users be-
have randomly?

In this section, we study the predictiveness of page pop-
ularity via the simple flow metric. We then study how
this predictiveness varies across topic, in order to show how
users’ “randomness” is topically dependent.

First, we calculated flow for each page pi ∈Wikisub. Ta-
ble 6 depicts the relationship between hits and flow. Recall
that hits represents the number of accesses a page received,
while flow represents the number predicted based on the
popularity of inlinks. For the all pages withinWikisub, there
appears to be a close relationship between hits and flow.
This demonstrates that, generally, the popularity of a page

7As in the previous section, our definition of page accesses is
an hourly average estimated for the day based on a sample
of hours.
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Depth
FA News

# χ̄ ∆B % # χ̄ ∆B %
root 123 69652114.50 N/A 165 24932703.45 N/A

1 26495 387703.62 0.01 59578 442110.76 0.02
2 323789 11097.96 1.59× 10−04 484691 84894.03 3.40× 10−03

Table 3: Link following behavior by depth. Depths of 1-2 represent the various hop distances measured (i.e.,
depth-1 is FAd=1 and Newsd=1); # is number of pages assessed; χ̄ column indicates the average bump-delta
pages at the depth; and % depicts the percentage of the root’s bump reflected in the values at depth.

Source
Images Non-images

ratio
# χ̄ ∆B # χ̄ ∆B

FA 16047 385862.50 26495 387703.62 0.995
News 11078 138426.20 47012 442110.76 0.313

Table 4: Image use. Ratio indicates the likelihood of users clicking image links compared to non-image links.
Visitors to FA are nearly as likely to click images as any other images on the page; while visitors to News are
somewhat less likely to click images.

(i.e., hits) can be predicted by the popularity of the pages
from which the page is linked (i.e., flow).

This finding is useful when we identify classes of pages
in which the relationship does not hold. Here, we examine
this phenomenon as it varies across page topic. Our goal
in this examination is to view the divergence between hits
and flow by general topic to determine whether topic plays
a role in the appeal of link following. The implications of a
distinction is that users may exhibit heavy preferences for
some topics, in which case random surfer model like PageR-
ank would underperform in estimating page popularity. We
define predictiveness as the ratio of the difference to the sum
of hits and flow: flowp = hits−flow

hits+flow
.

The left 3 columns in Table 7 represent the mean predic-
tiveness of flow in terms of Dmoz categorization. We ob-
serve a variety of effectiveness in prediction. Categories such
as News, Science, and Reference tend to be well predicted,
while categories World, Adult, and Shopping are poorly pre-
dicted: specifically, flow dramatically underpredicts their
popularity.

There are a number of explanations for this observation.
One is that many users are landing on these pages directly
from search results, or from links outside the domain of
Wikipedia, rather than via Wikipedia links. Another ex-
planation is that users adopt nonrandom (i.e., preferential)
behavior in following links. For example, users generally
prefer or are enticed by links toward entertainment topics,
while in news surfing topics, users are more likely to follow
links equally.

To attempt to isolate this factor, we considered cases in
which flowp was negative. These represent cases where
users are visiting a page less frequently than we would pre-
dict if users from the pages linking to it were randomly fol-
lowing links to it. Since it is already underpredicted, it is
unlikely that a large number of users visit the page from
inlinks from outside Wikipedia, or directly from search re-
sults. We revisited the previous experiment using the subset
of the pages such that flowp < 0, depicting the results in
the rightmost 4 columns. We observe that the general order-
ing of pages is fairly consistent with the previous ordering:
News, Science, and Health remain underpredicted. We in-

terpret this as evidence that topical preferences are playing
a role in users’ click preferences toward pages of certain cat-
egories.

Finally, while we observed a generally close relationship
between hits and flow, this relationship varies with page
popularity. These are depicted in Table 6, rows 2-5. At low
hit counts (≤ 200k), flow overpredicts hits, while at higher
values, it underpredicts. This underprediction grows more
significant at larger size. We believe this is likely due to
other contributors to page hits, such as inlinks originating
from outside Wikipedia, we well as from users visiting pages
from direct links on search result pages. This raises con-
cerns about ranking algorithms based on the random surfer:
predictiveness apparently grow worse with page popularity,
which suggests that some of largest errors occur when cal-
culating the authority of the most popular and important
pages. Furthermore, it indicates that surfing models should
account for other factors (such as clicking through search
results) in determining the likelihood of a user landing on a
given page.

4.3 PageRank predictiveness: where does the
modeled surfer behave randomly?

We expanded this analysis to include PageRank, address-
ing the question: is the predictiveness of PageRank contex-
tual? In other words, are there topics in which PageRank
is less predictive? We investigated this question as follows:
First, we used the same Dmoz classification of Wikipedia
pages as used in the previous section. This time, we mea-
sured whether the correlation between PageRank and hits
varied across category. We used two calculations of PageR-
ank: (1) a Wikipedia-global calculation (WikiPageRank),
and (2) a web-global calculation (WebPageRank). The for-
mer was calculated by following by a large subgraph of Wikipedia,
including each page in Wikisub along with each page to
which a page in Wikisub linked that was not in Wikisub;
we used the standard α value of 0.15 (i.e., 15% chance of
random teleportation). The WebPageRank was taken from
the ClueWeb09 dataset [2]; one limitation to this is that
it reflects the linking structure of the web from 2009. We
consider it to still be relevant for our use. The reason we
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Category (FA) # χ̄ ∆B Category (News) # χ̄ ∆B δ rank
News 260 -128593.58 World 788 22894.92 -11

Shopping 243 -9542.71 Shopping 242 85028.60 0
Computers 426 165363.69 No category 26767 114409.81 -3

Science 1087 231970.90 Home 418 153980.94 -7
Business 823 256294.92 Business 1481 205380.74 0

No category 14253 281235.24 Health 259 253774.75 -1
Health 401 308533.99 Sports 1046 315113.99 -7

Recreation 896 322020.37 Games 328 460429.22 -8
Kids and Teens 540 331276.59 Computers 695 474415.86 +6

Reference 187 341155.84 Recreation 1576 487886.84 +2
Home 367 420561.54 News 317 495993.79 +10
World 232 481014.24 Arts 2104 541478.13 -1
Arts 2558 493499.91 Society 3081 1011647.16 -2

Sports 589 676053.97 Reference 491 1176247.11 +4
Society 1407 788207.28 Science 844 1203903.83 +11
Games 458 815237.77 Regional 5502 1453416.28 -1

Regional 1613 1031168.20 Kids and Teens 799 1991350.93 +8

Table 5: Category preferences by sources FAd=1 and Newsd=1, ordered by χ̄ ∆B, a measurement for user
preference. Higher values for ∆B indicate that these pages received more clicks from users. δ rank reflects
difference in rank between sources, indicating how the ordering of preferences differs between classes. For
example, News pages are the lease popular pages for FA browsers, while 10 positions higher for News browsers
(the δ rank is +10)

Popularity (χ̄ hits per hour) hits flow hits - flow
all pages 99857.96 95957.27 3900.69
≤ 200K 34763.11 45364.15 -10601.04
> 200K 1337548.54 1057917.08 279631.47
> 1M 4294181.23 2903488.41 1390692.81
> 10M 23698254.66 14709113.15 8989141.50

Table 6: Relationship between hits and flow across different popularity levels.

use two calculations is that, while WebPageRank accounts
for links from all of the web, rather than just Wikipedia,
while WikiPageRank has more finely-grained scores exhibit-
ing greater variability.

Table 8 depicts this across WebPageRank calculations,
while Table 9 uses WikiPageRank calculations. The corre-
lation of PageRank with page popularity varies across cat-
egories, at times being a quite weak predictor of page pop-
ularity. As PageRank’s model has no preference for any
particular pages, weaker predictiveness of page popularity
indicates that user behavior more significantly deviates from
randomness (i.e., exhibits more preferential behavior). One
implication of this observation is that, where previous works
have considered a form of topical PageRank such that pages
of certain topics are promoted [10], topical preference may
itself be topically dependent: in other words, users’ likeli-
hood of changing topics may vary according to their original
topic.

We notice PageRank is less well correlated with hits than
is flow. One reason for this is that PageRank values ex-
hibit lower variability overall; for example, many values are
toward the minimum PageRank value, due to containing few
or no inlinks from pages with high PageRank values; the val-
ues from WikiPageRank are more variable, and hence have a
stronger correlation to hits. Another reason, we theorize, is
that flow only uses the popularity of a page’s inlinks, while

PageRank has the effect of accumulating the scores of its in-
links, which in turn are based on the values of their inlinks;
the effects of cases where a PageRank value misrepresents
a page’s actual popularity are then diffused throughout the
network.

Category # hits, PageRank (R)
Shopping 142 0.05

Kids and Teens 142 0.13
Arts 1280 0.14*

Computers 356 0.15*
Sports 253 0.16*

Regional 560 0.16*
World 572 0.22*
Games 324 0.26*
Health 209 0.28*

Business 865 0.37*
Society 616 0.78*

Recreation 403 0.89*
Science 260 0.94*

Table 8: Correlation between WebPageRank and
hits across categories. The third column represents
the correlation coefficient, with a * indicating sta-
tistical significance by linear regression.
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Category # χ̄f lowp R Category (flowp < 0) # χ̄f lowp R δ rank
News 753 0.01 0.88 Health 1011 -0.37 0.81 -3

Science 3370 0.07 0.74 Science 1597 -0.36 0.96 0
Reference 836 0.08 0.98 Society 3140 -0.36 0.88 -5

Health 2201 0.11 0.64 Recreation 2096 -0.34 0.97 -7
Sports 2727 0.13 0.76 Kids and Teens 840 -0.34 0.91 -9

Business 9131 0.15 0.71 Business 3725 -0.34 0.92 0
Games 3437 0.15 0.76 Arts 5748 -0.33 0.92 -3
Society 7741 0.15 0.77 Sports 1119 -0.33 0.94 +3

Computers 4605 0.16 0.69 Computers 1841 -0.33 0.95 0
Arts 14772 0.16 0.60 Games 1365 -0.33 0.80 +3

Recreation 5427 0.16 0.94 Home 531 -0.32 0.88 -1
Home 1434 0.17 0.69 Regional 2597 -0.32 0.95 -1

Regional 6756 0.18 0.97 Shopping 802 -0.31 0.78 -2
Kids and Teens 2408 0.19 0.81 World 1948 -0.31 0.87 -3

Table 7: Variation of χ̄ f lowp (ordered ascendingly) across category. δ rank depicts change in order when
only negative flowp is considered.

Category # hits, PageRank (R)
World 369 0.14*

Computers 254 0.24*
Health 159 0.29*

Shopping 101 0.33*
Kids and Teens 103 0.33*

Arts 923 0.42*
Games 203 0.53*
Sports 185 0.59*

Business 593 0.60*
Science 207 0.67*
Society 486 0.78*

Recreation 304 0.93*
Regional 406 0.97*

Table 9: Correlation between WikiPageRank and
hits across categories. The third column represents
the correlation coefficient, with a * indicating sta-
tistical significance by linear regression.

We propose two interpretations of these results, which are
not mutually exclusive. One assumption behind our inter-
pretation is that, for pages within a given topic, the more
closely that PageRank correlates with hits, the more likely
it is that users are engaging in more spontaneous link click-
ing behavior. This is due to the underlying random surfer
within PageRank. When PageRank and hits diverge for
a given topic, it could be a sign that either (1) users are
landing on these pages through non-link means, such as di-
rectly from search results pages, or (2) in link following,
users exhibit preferential bias toward or away from pages
within this topic, causing their hit rate to diverge from ran-
domness. Due to the coarse granularity of the Wikipedia
data, it is impossible to further validate these explanations.
Nonetheless, we feel this demonstrates that page popularity
within Wikipedia is not always well modeled by a random
surfer, and propose that some topics may benefit from dif-
ferent surfing models. The finding that PageRank does not
always predict page popularity echoes findings in the litera-
ture (e.g., [12, 13]).

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We summarize our findings as follows: In Section 3.1,

we observed (1) users generally prefer W-semantic links;
(2) D-surfers exhibit a stronger preference for Z-semantic
links, while S-surfers exhibit a stronger preference for W-
semantic. In Section 3.2, we observed (3) S-surfers prefer
links at the start of the articles, while D-surfers are less sen-
sitive to link position; (4) evidence suggests that S-surfers
might stop following links before D-surfers; (5) both classes
are drawn to images, with S-surfers exhibiting a stronger
preference; and (6) category use is low overall and negligi-
bly different between classes. In Section 3.3, we observed (7)
the two surfer classes exhibit different preferences in terms
of topic for links clicked. In Section 4.2, we observed (8) for
many pages, linking structure is not a strong indicator of
actual page popularity: users exhibit nonrandom behavior
in link following, though (9) this is sensitive to topic, with
some topics exhibiting more focused behavior than others.
In Section 4.3, (10) these observations were repeated with
PageRank instead of flow.

From these findings we draw some conclusions. Informa-
tion seeker intent influences browsing behavior: serendipi-
tous surfers, as compared to directed surfers, exhibit a“lazy”,
entertainment-driven browsing strategy: they scroll mini-
mally, prefer early links (3), give up more quickly (4), are
possibly more likely to engage in topic switching (2), though
generally prefer entertainment topics (7). Nonetheless, de-
spite their presumed lack of focus, they still exhibit non-
random behavior, often less than directed searchers, who
are less discriminating link-followers by some metrics (2-3).
User focus, as defined by the degree of randomness in link-
following behavior, differs across topic (8-10); topic may cor-
relate with surfer class (7), meaning that this diversity in
focus can potentially be attributed to surfer class in addi-
tion to topic. This indicates that the random surfer may
inaccurately model user behavior for certain surfer classes
and topics.

There are significant limitations to this work. On the one
hand, the coarse granularity of the dataset limits the depth
of our analysis, and makes it difficult to make strong conclu-
sions about user behavior. Rather, we depict general trends
and using coarse metrics such as ∆B and categories as surro-
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gates for granular user data. On the other hand, Wikipedia
is too large and important to ignore as a data source of user
behavior; we believe that what we lose with data granular-
ity is compensated for by the broadness and diversity of the
user base. Additionally, the Wikipedia structure facilitates
certain insights (e.g., the use of semantic links; featured ar-
ticles) that may not be possible through other data. Finally,
there is a low probability that the research community will
receive a more detailed dataset from Wikipedia, as it would
be difficult to release such information without violating pri-
vacy. In other words, researchers sometimes must adapt to
the data rather than hope that the data adapts to us. We
invite the community to explore other ways to draw insight
from this dataset.

We feel this work is an important step toward understand-
ing Wikipedia surfer behavior, which, due to Wikipedia’s
broad and diverse content and user base, may additionally
offer some generalizations to the web. Our work provides
evidence that surfing models might benefit from adapting
to certain classes of surfing behavior, with parameters such
as stopping probability and link randomness being tuned to
these behaviors. Our work also provides evidence that, even
for the same website, users’ future behavior can be heavily
influenced by the reason they appeared to the site, as well
as their information needs.
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